6th April 2020
MEDIA RELEASE
SIOPA JOIN INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
The Society for Industrial and Organisational Psychology Australia (SIOPA) is delighted to announce we have
recently joined the Alliance for Organizational Psychology as a Network Partner, as part of their 2020 “Big Tent”
initiative.
The Alliance for Organizational Psychology is an international federation of Work, Industrial, and Organisational
societies, which works to expand, develop, and advance Industrial/Organisational Psychology worldwide. The
Alliance has identified an esteemed group of associations that share similar values regarding the science and
practice of Organisational Psychology to become Network Partners in their newly established Big Tent initiative.
SIOPA are proud to have been invited to join in this initiative, which acts as a virtual table for international experts
to facilitate understanding, communication, and joint activities relating to our field.
SIOPA join the Big Tent alongside organisations such as SIOP, the International Association of Applied Psychology,
the Institute of Organisational Psychology New Zealand, and many others. You can learn more about the Alliance,
and see the full list of global Network Partners by following this link:
https://alliancefororganizationalpsychology.com/the-%22big-tent%22
SIOPA look forward to a long future of working alongside the Alliance and our fellow Network Partners, and the
many benefits this partnership will bring for our members and wider community.
ABOUT SIOPA
SIOPA is an independent and incorporated association with a purpose to create growth and sustainability for
Organisational Psychologists and related disciplines in Australia. SIOPA’s practices, methods and principles have
been derived and are supported by US-based SIOP, and are tailored to suit the renewed challenges that present
our profession moving into the future. Namely, this includes the challenges involved in obtaining endorsement
and formal supervision in the Industrial/Organisational Psychology profession.
SIOPA offers its members an engaging and informative website, regular CPD and networking events, supervision
opportunities, and a growing network to advocate, support, and connect our community.
More information can be found here www.siopa.org.au or contact SIOPA siopasecretary@siopa.org.au .
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